MeWare for Sale: Developer’s Approaches to Serious Mobile Music Games
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ABSTRACT
Music students face a highly complex task with a significant cognitive load. Serious games are one teaching tool used to manage this complexity, as they have been found to increase student’s engagement and foster self-regulated, independent learning behaviours.

In this paper we examine serious music games on the mobile iOS platform. We particularly focus on how developers approach the creation and publication of these games. To this end, we look at the design and development of serious music games, including their development histories, revenue models, user management models, and data management models. We then frame these characteristics in terms of the type of software the games represent, which indicates how and if users were considered during development.

Our findings provide valuable insight into the field of serious music games, in understanding how the current state of the field came to be and how it might evolve in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
Learning musical skills is difficult, both from the student and educator’s perspective (Kwalwasser, 1955). Students are asked to take on a significant cognitive load, and educators are asked to guide students through the complex tasks of learning musical notation, musical concepts, and the physical skills of playing an instrument (Hein, 2014).

Serious games are one tool that have emerged to help manage this complexity. These are games which “merge a non-entertaining purpose with a video game structure”
That is, they are video games which are specifically designed to teach players skills that apply outside of the game’s context.

Serious games can offer some key benefits over other teaching tools. For example, because games are, by definition, designed to engage and motivate players, players are more likely to spend time with a game and enter a state of flow. This is a positive influence on skill and knowledge acquisition (Elliot and Dweck, 2013; Graesser et al., 2009; Kiili et al., 2012; Ritterfeld et al., 2009), so in an educational sense is likely to lead to higher quality learning outcomes. Games also offer the ability to provide immediate automated feedback, encourage independent learning behaviours (Gee, 2003), and provide context for more formal types of learning (Cassidy and Paisley, 2013; Vygotsky, 1978; Wood et al., 1976).

In this paper we examine serious music games on the iOS platform. Mobile games (a.k.a., ‘apps’) were selected as the focus for two reasons. First, tablet applications and devices are becoming increasingly popular as teaching aids due to their mobility, ease of use, and variety of interaction mechanisms. Second, many of the available desktop and web applications have mobile counterparts which have either feature parity or more functionality. Within the mobile space, the iOS platform was chosen as it features the largest library of serious music games compared to other platforms such as Android.

The particular focus of this study is to investigate how developers are making and presenting serious music games. This includes how the games are categorised and described, the revenue models they use, their development history, and how player data is managed. These characteristics provide evidence for the type of software these games represent. For this purpose we consider the three types of software defined by Eric Sink (2006):

1. **MeWare**: The developer creates software. The developer uses it. Nobody else does.
2. **ThemWare**: The developer creates software. Other people use it. The developer does not.
3. **UsWare**: The developer creates software. Other people use it. The developer uses it too.

The reason for using these categories is that they provide valuable insight into how and if users were considered during the creation of a software product. This is a key factor in determining the potential audience and educational value of a serious game. For example, ‘MeWare’ software is unlikely to be designed for purposes beyond the developer’s personal wants and needs. Such software tends to be very specific in design and functionality, and may not contain features that would be considered standard in general consumer software products. ‘ThemWare’, on the other hand, is likely to be a more well-rounded and polished product. This is software that is made for profit. However, ‘ThemWare’ is often more expensive, may come across as generic, and not include features that seem obvious to users. ‘UsWare’ is arguably the best type of software (Jeff Atwood, 2008), as developers who are also users can create a more ideal product. However, ‘UsWare’ is a rare phenomenon.

By looking at the described characteristics and the most likely type of software each game represents, we can examine how the developers see their work as contributing to the field of serious music games. We also gain some indication of the quality of these games as pieces of software, as games, and as educational resources.

This paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the method used, including the game selection process and the data collected. Following this, the results
of executing this method are presented. Finally, the last section provides a discussion of these results and potential future work that may be undertaken to expand on this study.

METHOD

App Selection
As this review focused on applications available on the iOS platform, the iTunes app store, maintained by Apple Inc., was used to select a representative sample. First, the following search phrases were defined:

• music theory
• music theory tutor
• music tutor
• sight reading
• music sight reading

A recursive process was then applied in order to expand the results of searching these phrases in the app store to a larger list of apps to consider for inclusion in the sample. Given the limited number of results the iTunes app store returns for individual search queries this process heavily relies on Apple’s algorithm for identifying related apps.

After searching a phrase, each app in the results list was considered in turn. If the app was not already in the list of candidates, it was searched. Searching involved adding the app to the list of candidates, opening the list of apps related to it, then searching each of the unseen apps from that list. This process iteratively expanded the space of connected apps, meaning a large number of candidates could be identified from only a small number of search phrases. Once a list of candidates was found, it was filtered according to the criteria illustrated in Figure 1. The first criterion was that the game must be available on the Australian iOS app store, as this is the only version of the store accessible from Australia. If this was true, the game’s description and screenshots were perused in an attempt to identify whether the app was skill-based (defined by Cherner et al. (2014) as being applications which aim to help a learner build basic abilities and fundamental knowledge in a subject area). Once past this stage, the game’s rating and reviews (both positive and negative) were briefly considered. This was done in an effort to identify any obvious issues (e.g., frequent crashing, catastrophic bugs) that would prevent the game from being properly assessed. In cases where a game clearly had such issues it was omitted. Finally, the game was checked for compatibility with the review hardware.

This process of selection and filtering resulted in a final sample of 175 out of 313 iOS applications being selected.

Data Collection

Background and design data
As suggested by Childress and Lee (1999) and Lee and Cherner (2015), the background and design data we collected focuses on general information about the game and its developer, and which devices are supported.

Data collected included the name of the developer, the category the game is listed under in the app store, and the version of the game that was assessed. We also noted the
Figure 1: The process used to filter candidate iOS applications for inclusion in the analysis, using four key criteria:

- **Content rating of the game**, its update history, and whether it runs on the iPad or iPhone (or both). Finally, the development status of each game was identified as being ‘active’ or ‘inactive’, where games which had received no updates in six months were classified as ‘inactive’.

The update history was taken from the website AppShopper. AppShopper records version and pricing changes of apps on the iOS app store, noting the date and relevant details (e.g., version number, new price) of these events.

**Identifying revenue models**
Each game was identified as using one of five revenue models:

1. **Free**: The game has no costs associated with it, and does not show advertisements to players. Essentially, no revenue model is used.
2. **Ad-supported:** The game does not have any upfront or in-game monetary costs, but it shows advertisements to players. The developer gets paid by the advertising companies.

3. **In-app purchases:** The game does not have any upfront costs, but content or unlockable features can be paid for within the game.

4. **Paid:** The game requires players to pay a one-time upfront cost.

5. **Subscription:** The game requires players to pay a recurring fee to continue playing the game. For example, players might be asked to pay $5 a month.

For those games which did require some monetary payment (i.e., those using the ‘in-app purchases’, ‘paid’, or ‘subscription’ revenue models), we noted the current cost of the game and any price changes that have occurred in the past. As with the update history, the pricing history of each game was taken from the AppShopper tracking website.

**User Management Data**

The user management data consists of three categories:

1. Profile management
2. Device management
3. Score management

The ‘profile management’ category indicates whether multiple players can independently track their progress on a single installation of a game and, if so, if that progress can be transferred between instances of the game. Instances of a game refer to unique installations of a game on the same device. So, if a player uninstalled and reinstalled a game, they would be creating a new instance of that game. Three values are possible:

1. **Single:** The game supports only a single player on any one device. Progress data is stored locally and deleted with the game data if the player uninstalls the game.
2. **Local:** The game supports multiple players, but player profiles are stored locally. Profiles which are stored locally are deleted with the game data if the player uninstalls the game. This means that the profiles and progress data will not transfer to a new instance of the game.
3. **Online:** The game supports multiple players and player data is stored online. Profiles which are stored online are not deleted with the game data if the player uninstalls the game. This means the profiles and progress data can be transferred to a new instance of the game.

The ‘device management’ category pairs with this, indicating whether a game supports syncing or transferring player data between separate physical devices. Two values are possible:

1. **Single-device:** Player data is stored locally and can not be transferred to another device.
2. **Multi-device:** Player data is stored either locally or online and can be transferred to another device.

The ‘score management’ category indicates whether players can reset the scores within a game and, if so, whether the scores can be reset across the entire game, for individual portions, or both. There are four potential approaches to score management:
1. **None:** No score management mechanisms are offered. The only way to erase progress data is to uninstall the game.
2. **Reset-single:** Progress data can be reset for individual activities or areas of the game.
3. **Reset-all:** Progress data can only be reset on a game-wide basis.
4. **Both:** The game offers both the reset-single and reset-all score management strategies.

**User Reviews Data**

All applications on the iTunes store are open to receiving publicly published written reviews, each of which is accompanied by a whole-number score between 1 and 5 (inclusive). Once 5 reviews have been submitted for an application the associated scores are combined into an aggregate. We noted the aggregate score (if available) for each of the games. We also collected the number of reviews each game has received in total, and for the latest version. This helps us to understand how the games have been received by players.

**RESULTS**

**Background and Design**

Unsurprisingly, all of the games have a content rating of ‘4+’, meaning they contain no offensive or age-restricted content (Apple, Inc., 2019). A large majority of the games (i.e., 144) are available on both the iPad and iPhone, meaning players are generally not limited in their choice of device. These characteristics mean there is a large potential audience for these games.

Across the collection of games, there are 74 unique developers. The large majority of these developers have no other published work on the app store, and a small minority have published a comparatively large number of games. For example, AtPlayMusic have published 23 games in their ‘PlayAlong’ series, for various instruments ranging from the acoustic guitar to the oboe. Similarly, Rising Software has published 15 games in their ‘Auralia’ and ‘Musition’ series.

There is almost an even split in the development status of the games. Just over half (i.e., 94, or approx. 54%) are classified as ‘inactive’ – that is, they have received no updates in the past six months. The remainder are still being actively developed, but are still rarely updated. Overall, this indicates a general lack of interest by the developers in maintaining their work after it is initially published.

This is supported by examining the game’s development histories, which show that most have received few to no updates after their initial publication. Figure 2 shows that half of the games have 5 or fewer version changes, and some have never been updated. A small number of the games have greater than 20 updates. Three games – Piano Melody Pro (Learn To Master Ltd, 2017), Rhythm Sight Reading Trainer (Rolfs Apps, 2016), and Piano Maestro (JoyTunes, 2016) – have each received 40 updates, the highest number seen.

To place these update counts in context, we compared them to a similar sample of other games available on the app store. This second group of games is similar in size, price, release window, and store ranking. Figure 3 shows the results of this comparison. It can be seen that whilst there are several games of both types which have few updates, on the whole the non-music games have received many more updates over their lifetime.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of primary genres the developers have nominated for their work in the iOS app store. An application’s primary genre represents a top-level
categorisation, affecting where it is contained in the app store, the charts it appears in, and its prominence in search results (Apple Inc., 2017). It also indicates how a developer sees their work, and how they wish it to be seen by others. A primary genre can be further specified with secondary, tertiary, and quaternary genres. For example, *Note Tutor* (NoteTutor, 2014) has a primary genre of ‘Music’, secondary genre of ‘Family’, tertiary genre of ‘Educational’, and finally a quaternary genre of ‘Games’. Not all of the sampled games have four levels of categorisation, but all have at least primary and secondary genres.
Across the entire sample, three different primary categories were nominated: ‘Music’, ‘Education’, and ‘Games’. The definitions of these categories are provided in Table 1. ‘Music’ is most commonly nominated, closely followed by ‘Education’. Only a small number of developers have chosen to assign their work to the ‘Games’ category. This core set of genres is repeated at all four levels of categorisation. Other genres such as ‘Reference’, ‘Entertainment’, and ‘Family’ also appear, but less frequently.
Revenue Models

Figure 5 shows that the large majority of the games use the *Paid* revenue model, requiring some upfront payment from players. However, as can be seen in Figure 6, these costs represent a relatively affordable price range, with a median price of $2.49 AUD. The next most popular revenue model is *In-app purchases*. Games using this model are also relatively affordable, with a median price of $2.99 AUD. Very few games are entirely free. That is, very few of the games receive no money from players or advertisers. Interestingly, the games which ask for recurring payments (i.e., use the *Subscription* model) are also those with the highest prices. One potential reason for the popularity of non-subscription revenue models is that they are easier to implement in software. They also require less maintenance over time.

There are some outliers within the price distributions. For example, *Guitar Lessons - Rock Prodigy* (The Way of H, 2015) is the most expensive game to use in-app purchases, with one course costing $49.99 AUD, two courses costing $79.99 AUD, and all four courses costing $99.99. *Piano Dust Buster* (JoyTunes, 2015) is also an outlier, offering a $38.99 AUD in-app purchase to unlock additional songs. The most expensive *Paid* applications – *Better Ears* (Appsolute GmbH, 2015) and *Piano Ultimate* (By Better Day Wireless, 2015) – are significantly cheaper, requiring only a one-off cost of $18.99 AUD each.

Although the prices of the games are relatively low, their typically narrow focus, as found by Pierce (2019), means players might need to purchase multiple games to meet their needs.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the number of price changes for the serious music games. The majority of games tend to alter their prices fewer than 5 times in total, and very few games have over 10 price changes. Many of the games have never changed price. *Glow Piano Lessons* (Apps For Hunger Inc., 2011) most frequently adjusts its cost, having done so on 37 occasions.

Figure 8 shows in more detail how the prices of the games have changed over time. As with Figure 6, it can be seen that aside from a small number of outliers most of the games have relatively low prices. These prices can be further examined in Figure 9,
which shows the price changes of the games up to and including $20AUD. Interestingly, the prices set by developers have formed a grid, indicating that a small number of common price points are favoured. Across the entire sample, in the sub-$20.00AUD price range only 14 prices are ever selected: $0.99 to $9.99 in $1 increments, then $11.99, $13.99, $14.99, and $19.99. From these options, prices less than $5AUD are particularly popular.

**User Management**

Figure 10 shows the distribution of approaches taken by the games towards user profile management. The most common approach – used by 128 of the games – is to implement
Figure 9: Price changes made to the sample of games costing less than $20AUD over time. Each bubble represents one price change.

a Single profile, where the game’s data management extends to only one player on one device. Local profiles, used by 23 games, are the next most frequently used approach. This approach allows players to identify themselves when the game starts (e.g., by logging in), then have individual progress and performance data stored for each unique player. Both of these approaches are relatively easy to implement, given that they are largely defined by a lack of functionality. A small number of the games offer online profiles, and approximately 20 use no profiles at all. These 20 games are those which have no concept of progress data, thus no need for profiles.
The ‘device management’ characteristic reveals how this player data is managed across different physical devices. Figure 11 shows that overwhelmingly the games offer only a single-device approach. This means that game data is almost always stored locally, resulting in that data being permanently deleted if the game is uninstalled. Again, this approach is likely popular because it is easier to implement than the alternative. The few games which support multi-device device management allow players to transfer their progress between physical devices.

For players wishing to manage progress data, Figure 12 shows that most of the games do not offer any mechanisms for doing so. As with the most commonly used profile...
and device management approaches, this is again the easiest option to implement. Games which do tend to offer score management functionality usually only provide a reset-all approach, meaning all progress history is erased. Very few of the games offer the ability to reset progress on a more granular level.

**User Reviews**

Figure 13 shows the distribution of aggregate scores for the sample of serious music games. None have received the maximum aggregate score of 5. However, the next highest aggregate rating (i.e., 4) is the most common, indicating that many of the games have been positively received. A small number have lower aggregate ratings, but most of the remaining games simply have not received enough reviews to calculate an aggregate score.

The number of games which do not have enough reviews for an aggregate score is not surprising when examining the distribution of review counts across the sample. This is shown in Figure 14. As can be seen, most of the games have received very few reviews. Most have received fewer than 10 reviews, and the median number of reviews is 4. Only a small number of the games have received more than 20 reviews, and even fewer still cross the line into triple digit counts. This can be examined further in Figure 15, which shows the same distribution with outliers removed.

*Piano Maestro* (JoyTunes, 2016) has, by far, the largest number of reviews, with 725 at the time of writing. *Piano Dust Buster* (JoyTunes, 2015) is a distant second, with 291 reviews. Both of these games have received mostly positive reviews, with aggregate ratings of 4 stars. They also both utilise the in-app purchases revenue model. Three other applications – *Glow Piano Lessons* (Apps For Hunger Inc., 2011), *Piano Tutor for iPad* (SmileyApps, 2015), and *Music Theory and Practice by Musicopoulos* (SpartanApps, 2013) – have also received over 100 reviews each. These are all published by different developers, all follow the paid revenue model, and have all received aggregate ratings of 4 stars.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

These results indicate that the field of serious mobile music games, whilst well populated, contains a selection of games which would most accurately be described as ‘MeWare’. Many of the games are characterised by limited to no development activity, low pricing, and designs which prioritise minimising development time and complexity rather than focusing on player experience and learning outcomes. They are typically developed by people working on their own, who have no other published software. This suggests that the developers are not specifically seeking to gain income from their work. Many of the game’s store descriptions also indicate that they were made for the developer’s personal use or for a friend or child. That is, the developers had some other purpose for making a serious music game (e.g., self-study) and published it as an afterthought. The fact that the games also tend to lack player profiles and robust data management mechanisms further supports the notion that the developers did not consider how their work might be used by a larger audience.

In contrast to this, a small selection of the games could be described as ‘ThemWare’. These games tend to be priced higher, use subscription revenue models, and are more frequently updated with bug fixes and new functionality. Because of this they have received more attention from players, as evidenced by their higher number of reviews on the app store. These games are more often developed by groups or companies who have other published software, which further indicates that they are seen by their developers as real sources of income.

Future work in this area could focus on serious music games available in other environments, such as the Android, web, and desktop platforms. This work would seek to discover whether there are similar patterns of development and design decisions as we have found on iOS. It would also be valuable to interview the developers of these games to learn how they see their work, and their thought processes when making design and development decisions.

These additional studies would provide further insight into the field of serious music games, particularly on mobile platforms. It would help us to more completely understand how the currently available games came to be made, thus how the state of the field might continue to advance and evolve in the future.
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